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ESSAY TOPIC 
 
Assess the role of economic growth in sustainability: a determinant or an outcome? 

 
GUIDELINES 

o Language: English 
o Style: Essay / Paper, please base your work on an appropriate number of scientific sources and 

include a bibliography 

o Quoting style: your choice, please use one quoting style consistently 

o Font: Times New Roman 

o Font Size: 12 

o Essay length: maximum 8 pages (including cover page, figures, table of contents and bibliography) 

o Word count: max. 2000 words 

o Margins: 2 cm 

o Line spacing: 1.5 
o The essay will need to be uploaded in TUMonline as PDF file before you can  finish your 

online application! 
o The essay topic must be evident on the PDF (either on a cover sheet or at the top of the 

page) 
 
Please note: We check all essays with plagiarism software to detect not only plagiarism, but also the 
use of other tools (like ChatGPT). If we detect something like this, you will receive 0 points for the 
essay. 

 

 
STATUTORY DECLARATION 

Please include the following statement in your essay: 

 

Declaration of Authorship 

I hereby declare that the essay submitted is my own unaided work. All direct or indirect sources used are 

acknowledged as references. 

I am aware that the essay in digital form can be examined for the use of unauthorized aid and in order to 

determine whether the essay as a whole or parts incorporated in it may be deemed as plagiarism. For the 

comparison of my work with existing sources I agree that it shall be entered in a database where it shall 

also remain after examination, to enable comparison with future theses submitted. Further rights of 

reproduction and usage, however, are not granted here. 

This paper was not previously presented to another examination board and has not been published. 


